
MERCATOR PROJECTION MAP

The Mercator projection is a cylindrical map projection presented by the Flemish geographer and cartographer Gerardus
Mercator in It became the.

Share this article:. Unlike the Winkel-Tripel, the Authagraph is rectangular, which makes it easier to work
with from a cartographic perspective, and also better suited to presentation. All lines of constant bearing
rhumbs or loxodromesâ€”those making constant angles with the meridians are represented by straight
segments on a Mercator map. English mathematician Edward Wright published the first accurate tables for
constructing the projection in and, in more detail, in , calling his treatise "Certaine Errors in Navigation". The
shapes nearest the point of contact were close to perfect. Mercator never explained the method of construction
or how he arrived at it. And already it is starting to take hold over there as the map projection of choice. But
the Age of Exploration was well underway. Two main problems prevented its immediate application: the
impossibility of determining the longitude at sea with adequate accuracy and the fact that magnetic directions,
instead of geographical directions , were used in navigation. For small elements, the angle PKQ is
approximately a right angle and therefore tan. No 2D map can accurately show the 3D Earth. Other critics say
that this projection and the large size of continents like Europe gave an advantage to the colonial powers
because it made them appear larger than they really are. Additionally, because the cylinder is perpendicular to
the globe, lines of longitude are straight, instead of curved as on a globe when they are transferred to the
cylinder. However, it was much ahead of its time, since the old navigational and surveying techniques were
not compatible with its use in navigation. This projection is cylindrical and conformal. In reality it is very
complicated to derive the projection and it takes complex mathematical formulas to fully explain it Israel, 
Below is just one example of how mind-blowing it can be. As mentioned above, lines of constant compass
bearing appear as straight lines on a Mercator map. There are various trade-offs with any map style, and those
trade-offs can vary depending on how the map is meant to be used. Those proper shapes and sizes come at the
expense of angularity, which means a ship's plotted course gets twisted unless it's plotted directly east to west.
If you were to continue even further, you would eventually reach the scale of individual atoms, and beyond.


